
PLANKS & TILES SERIES



Ceramic Bead Overlay 
Treated with Ultra-Fresh
Microscopic ceramic particles suspended 
in a UV cures urethane coating for 
superior wear and stain resistance and 
easy care and maintenance. Ultra-Fresh 
antimicrobial additive inhibits the growth 
of oduor- and stain-causing mold and 
mildew

ISOCORE Technology 
Engineered closed-cell PVC structural core is 100%
waterproof, lightweight and dimensionally stable 
so it resists expansion and contraction

High-Resolution Printed Decorative Film
High-resolution printed film delivers the beauty 
and realism of natural wood, stone, masonry and 
leather with vivid clarity

Premium Virgin Vinyl Layer
Solid virgin vinyl enhances durability, 
provides resistance against dents and 
chips and offers embossing

Integral Sound Mitigating Underlayment
A pre-attached underlayment that minimizes both reflected and 

transmitted sound is shock-absorbing, provides warmth and 
comfort underfoot and helps further conceal subfloor 

imperfections 

Clear Wear Layer
Transparent vinyl layer provides 
protection against scuffs and 
abrasions

Easy Drop-and-Lock 
Installation
End joints utilize 
drop-and-lock system 
technology to facilitate a fold-
down locking
connection that dramatically 
expedites installation speed 
and aligns the top-surfaces of 
adjoining planks and tiles

Ultra-Fresh is a 
registered 
trademark of 
Thomson 
Research 
Associates Inc. 



The HERF ISOCORE (Planks) combines simple drop-and-
lock installation featuring innovative ISOCORE 
TechnologyTM - a waterproof, strong, and stable core 
that offers outstanding performance, durability and 
longevity. Tiles even have a sound-mitigating 
underlayment to help minimize sound travel.PLANKS & TILES SERIES

Easy drop-and-lock installation
Innovative DropLock 100 end joints lock together 
easily. Quickly transform your room in 3 simple 
steps.

Floating Floor
Installs over most existing surfaces including 
concrete, wood and vinyl with no special tools, glue 
or underlayment needed.

100% Waterproof
Perfect for active families. Protects against warping 
and expansion / contraction.

Ultra-Fresh Treatment
Inhibits the growth of oduor and stain causing mold 
and mildew on the attached underlayment and the 
top surface of the flooring.
Tested under ASTM test method G21, Ultra-Fresh is a registered 
trademark of Thomson Research Associates Inc.

Sound-Mitigating Underlayment
Pre-attached underlayment provides a floor 
that’s warm, comfortable, and quiet underfoot.

Durable
A ceramic bead overlay with clear wear layer 
protects the floor from scratches, scuffs and 
stains.

Below/on/above grade
Can be installed almost anywhere in your home 
or business including kitchens, bathrooms and 
basements.

Easy to clean and maintain
Just vacuum or dust mop, no need to wax, 
polish or refinish.



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

PLANK SERIES
HERF ISOCORE WIDTH 1210mm

HERF ISOCORE LENGTH 190mm

Quantity / Case 8 Planks

HERF ISOCORE THICKNESS <7.5mm

Coverage Area (sq. ft./case) 19.8 square feet

Weight / Case 13.3 kg

47.6” / 1210mm

7.5”/
190mm

HERF ISOCORE is available in larger plank and tile formats, making it much easier and quicker to lay. Sizes available are:



TEST REPORTS
HERF ISOCORE is available in larger plank and tile formats, making it much easier and quicker to lay. 

TESTS PLANK SERIES
190mm x 1210mm

EN13501-1: 2007
Fire Classification Bf1-s1

EN717-1
Pentachlorophenol 
Formaldehyde 

E1

EN 13893
Slip Resistance Testing R9

EN ISO 10582
Classification of Usage Class 32

EN ISO 10140
Impact Sound Insulation 
Walking Noise

19dB

VOC Emissions Testing/ Classification based on Belgian Standard, DiBT 
Emission Testing and French VOC Testing Standards Pass

Heavy Metal Test for REACH SVHC Pass



HERF ISOCORE - Plank Series marks a whole new 
level of authenticity in wood grain design.

HERF ISOCORE - Plank Series address the demand 
for larger plank and print widths, while our new 
in-register embossing textures really capture the 
intricate figuring and grain of reclaimed or 
repurposed wood.

PLANK SERIES

Amsterdam Silver
978109

Torino Oak Bruno
1127816

1210mm

190mm

Dimensions:

HERF ISOCORE Plank Series (upgraded version) is a high-performing product that caters to your daily 
lifestyle as well as addressing your health concerns. It has lesser joints for a sleeker look and is made wider 
to help elongate the area. This way, it gives your home the illusion of a broader space.



From bud
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